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Large-scale biological networks such as gene regulatory
[1] and PPI [2] have become commonplace through sys-
tems biology. Figure 1 shows a microbial social network
[3], which attempts to infer interactions between microbes
within a community from metagenomics studies. In particu-
lar this is a co-occurence network [4], where green/red edges
respectively represent positive/negative correlations, or how
strongly two bacterial taxa tend to co-infect samples.

We may be interested in bacterial taxa that drive com-
munity behavior, initial infectors of a community, or the
effects of structural changes. Answers to these questions can
come from discovering ”important” nodes in these biological
networks [5], which is the goal of social network centrality.
Depending on the definition of importance used, many dif-
ferent centrality notions currently exist [6]. We suggest three
notions that are potentially important to biological networks,
and especially to microbial social networks:

1) For each club or high density subgraph, a dominant
or leader node [7] that is responsible for connecting
many individuals and driving club behavior.

2) A villain node or common enemy [8], defined as
having many strong negative edges to a club.

3) A bridge node that connects two or more clubs, thus
having the ability to link different social circles [8].

Current centrality approaches do not readily generalize
to networks with negative edge weights, making it difficult
to distinguish a villain node vs. a node with few connections.
They also tend to produce a list of the most central nodes
that is clustered in a specific region of the network, finding
only limited amounts of leaders and bridges, if any. We
address both shortcomings by proposing ATria, an iterative
centrality algorithm that combines aspects of economic the-
ory, social network theory, and path-based algorithms. We
iteratively remove a node with the highest centrality along
with some of its neighborhood edges before finding the
node with the next highest centrality, using social network
theory to determine the appropriate edges to remove. We
verify that ATria finds leaders, villains and bridges within
signed, weighted social networks. Our test networks include
synthetic, scale-free [9], gene expression, PPI, and microbial
social networks (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Results of ATria on an sample co-occurence network. Red nodes
are most central, blue the least.
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